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Outline

I Bayes nets

I Joint probability factorization

I Inference using Bayes nets

I Dynamic Bayes nets

I Parameter inference

I Network structure inference

I Greedy hill-climbing and bootstrap

I Incorporating prior biological knowledge

I We will follow (loosely) Chapters 10 and 26 from (Murphy, 2012)
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Motivation

I Sometimes we are not able to model the dynamics of a biological system because
I The underlying biology/model is too complex
I We do not have sufficient amount/quality time-series data

I In such cases we may be interested in modelling correlations, dependencies and
independencies between molecular species

I In general, we would like to model the joint distribution of molecules involved in our
system, i.e. x = (x1, . . . , xV )

p(x|θ) = P(x1, . . . , xV |θ) = P(x1:V |θ),

where indexing 1 : V denotes {1, . . . ,V }
I Lets assume that each variable can take K different values, then we will need KV − 1

parameters to represent this joint distribution
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Motivation (2)

Figure: Figure from (Sachs et al., 2005)
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Chain rule

I By the chain rule, we get

p(x1:V |θ) = p(x1|x2:V , θ)p(x2|x3:V , θ) . . . p(xV−1|xV , θ)p(xV |θ)

I The number of parameters required to represent all conditional probability tables remains
the same
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Conditional independence

I Conditional independence is important to represent joint distributions efficiently

I Recall that two random variables X and Y are conditionally independent given Z iff

p(X ,Y |Z ) = p(X |Z )p(Y |Z )

and is denoted as
X ⊥ Y |Z

I For example, if we assume xt+1 ⊥ xt−1:1|xt we get the first-order Markov assumption

I The joint distribution for the first-order Markov is then

p(x1:V ) = p(x1)
V∏
i=1

p(xi |xi−1)
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Graphical models

I Graphical model is a way to represent joint distributions by making conditional
independency assumptions

I Nodes of the graph represent random variables
I Lack of edges encode conditional independencies

I Bayesian network is a directed graphical model whose graph is directed acyclic graph
I Despite the name, there is nothing inherently Bayesian in Bayes nets

I Bayes nets are also sometimes called as causal nets
I Bayes nets are not a causal model although they can be given a causal interpretation
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Bayesian networks

I Given a set of random variables x = (x1, . . . , xV ), a Bayesian network is defined as a pair
(G , θ), where

I G is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which is a graphical representation of the conditional
independencies between variables in x

I θ is the set of parameters for the conditional probability distributions of these variables

I The conditional probabilities encode our knowledge about the state of Xi given all possible
states of its parents

I For discrete-valued BNs we can represent the conditional probabilities as conditional
probability tables (CPT)

I Multinomial distributions

I For continuous-valued BNs, we use distributions
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Topological ordering

I A key property of Bayesian networks is that nodes can be ordered such that parents of a
node xi , pa(xi ), come before the child xi itself

I This is called a topological ordering
I For example:

p(x1:5) = p(x1)p(x2|x1)p(x3|x1)p(x4|x2, x3)p(x5|x3)

4 5

2 3

1

Figure: Figure from (Murphy, 2012)
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Probability factorization

I In a Bayesian network, the joint probability factorizes as

p(x) =
V∏
i=1

p(xi |pa(xi ))

where pa(xi ) denotes the parents of node xi in the graph G

I This probability factorization represents the conditional (in)dependencies of the variables

I Bayesian networks can represent any distribution over x

I An example with discrete/binary-valued variables and CPTs/multinomial distributions
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Probability factorization: example

Figure: A three-node binary-valued Bayes net and probability factorization.
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Inference using Bayes nets

I A key motivation for compact representation of joint distributions is to perform
probabilistic inference

I Let us assume we have visible variables xv and hidden variables xh such that x = xv ∪ xh
(and xv ∩ xh = ∅)

I Inference refers to computing the posterior probability of xh given the value of xv

p(xh|xv , θ) =
p(xh, xv |θ)

p(xv |θ)
=

p(xh, xv |θ)∑
h′ p(xh′ , xv |θ)

I Example of the above equation on the next slide

I A straightforward summation will not be sufficiently efficient for large systems
I Efficient algorithms exist
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Inference using Bayes nets: example

Figure: An illustration of Bayes net inference for a three-node, binary-valued, partly-observed Bayes net.
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Dynamic Bayesian networks

I Note that nowhere in the previous formulation was there any mention of time t
I Bayesian networks, by default, are static — they do not consider time or causality but only

conditional (in)dependencies
I Static networks, including Bayesian networks, are directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), which can

be too restrictive models for biological networks

I Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) are temporal extensions of BNs, in which the
probability factorization is performed for a discrete-time stochastic process
x(t) = (x1(t), . . ., xV (t))T , t = 0, 1, 2, . . .
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Dynamic Bayesian networks (2)

I In the simplest case, we assume the process can be modeled as an unrolled version of a
standard static Bayesian network

I Parents of each node xi (t), pa(xi (t)), are among the nodes at the previous time slice x(t− 1)
I Process becomes a first order process
I For discrete-valued networks, this corresponds to a discrete-time, discrete-state Markov chain

I Regardless of the restriction of static Bayes nets, both static and dynamic networks can be
considered for e.g. gene regulation
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Dynamic Bayesian networks (3)

Figure: An illustration of the DBN model structure
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Dynamic Bayesian networks (4)

I In a first-order DBN, the probability factorization for a time series of length T can be
written as

p(x(1), . . ., x(T )) = p(x(1))
T∏
t=2

p(x(t)|x(t − 1))

= p(x(1))
T∏
t=2

V∏
i=1

p(xi (t)|pa(xi (t))),

where the parents of xi (t) represent the conditional (in)dependencies between the
consecutive time steps
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Bayes net modeling challenges

I After observing a dataset, denoted by D, we may want to learn a graphical model
I A problem commonly encountered in biology
I Estimate parameters θ for conditional dependencies interest, given a network structure G

(easier)
I Estimate the structure of the network, G (more difficult)
I Estimate both structure and parameters
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Learning from complete data

I Dataset is said to be complete if
I There are no hidden variables
I All the variables are fully observed

I Given a complete dataset D = (x1, . . . , xN) the likelihood of BN is

p(D|θ) =
N∏

k=1

p(xk |θ) =
N∏

k=1

V∏
i=1

p(xki |pa(xki |θi ))

=
V∏
i=1

N∏
k=1

p(xki |pa(xki |θi ))

=
V∏
i=1

p(Di |θi ),

where Di = x1:N,i denotes the data associated to the ith variable and its parents

⇒ Optimization of the parameters can be done separately for each node
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A discrete-valued Bayesian network model

I Even though the amount of mRNA or protein levels, for example, can vary in a scale that
is most conveniently modeled as continuous (or countably infinite), we can still model the
system by assuming that it operates with functionally discrete states

I “activated”/”not activated” (2 states)
I “under expressed”/“normal”/“over expressed” (3 states)

I Discretization of data values can be used to compromise between the
I accuracy of experimental data
I accuracy of the model
I complexity/accuracy of the model/parameter learning

I Qualitative models can be learned even when the quality of the data is not sufficient for
more accurate model classes

I As will be seen, with the discrete-valued observations the Bayesian network learning is
relatively simple (in principle)

I For now we assume here that the structure of the model is known
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Summarizing the data

I Recall that likelihood factorizes over nodes p(D|θ) =
∏V

i=1 p(Di |θi )
I Recall that for discrete-valued Bayes nets, local conditional probability distributions

correspond to multinomial distributions

I Let Nijk be the number of times we observe variable/node i in state k given parent node
configuration j in data set D

I Summarize the total number of observations for variable i with parent node
configuration j ,

Nij =

ri∑
k=1

Nijk ,

where ri denotes the number of possible values for variable i

I In frequentist setting, the well known ML estimate of multinomial probabilities is obtained
by the normalized counts

θ̂ijk =
Nijk

Nij

I An example
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*Bayesian parameter estimation

I For the Bayesian estimation, we need a parameter prior p(θ)
I A commonly used prior is the Dirichlet distribution

I Suppose the prior factorizes

p(θ) =
V∏
i=1

p(θi )

then

p(θ|D) ∝ p(D|θ)p(θ) =

(
V∏
i=1

p(Di |θi )

)(
V∏
i=1

p(θi )

)

=
V∏
i=1

(p(Di |θi )p(θi ))

I It can be shown that e.g. the posterior mean estimates are

θijk =
Nijk + αijk

Nij + αij
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Bayes scoring of network strructures

I In Bayesian context, a natural score for a network structure G is the posterior probability
given the observed data D:

P(G |D) =
P(D|G )P(G )

P(D)
,

I Note that the “score” has exactly the same form as for other model classes previously

I Since probability P(D) is not dependent on the structure, it is not needed to compare the
scores of different networks

I What remains is thus
P(G |D) ∝ P(D|G )P(G ),

containing a term describing our a priori knowledge of the structure and the marginal
likelihood of the data which needs to be evaluated
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Learning the network structure

I We can obtain an analytically tractable form of the marginal likelihood for discrete-valued
BNs (assuming Dirichlet parameter prior that factorizes over nodes and parent
configurations):

P(D|G ) =

∫
θ

p(D|θ,G )p(θ|G ) dθ

= . . .

=
V∏
i=1

qi∏
j=1

Γ(αij)

Γ(Nij + αij)

ri∏
k=1

Γ(Nijk + αijk)

Γ(αijk)

=
V∏
i=1

scorei
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Problems in practice

I The number of different static or dynamic Bayes network structures is super-exponential

I The number of networks increases as 2(n2) for dynamic Bayesian networks, where n is the
number of variables

I Finding the structure with maximal Bayes score is an NP hard problem even if we set a
bound k > 1 for the maximum number of parents

I Thus, an exhaustive search and scoring approach for the different models will not work in
practice (assuming more than a handful of variables)

I Heuristics can be used to e.g. add parents to a node one at a time as long as the Bayesian
score increases

I More sophisticated Markov chain Monte Carlo methods

I In small sample settings the a posteriori distribution may be rather flat
I Looking for a single optimal model is not a good idea — we should consider the entire

distribution, or in practice, several models with a good fit
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Greedy hill-climbing learning

I An ad hoc method for computationally efficient learning for large networks
I Define the neighborhood of a network structure G , nbd(G ), as the set of networks

structures that can be reached from G by
I Adding
I Deleting
I Reversing

a single edge such that the acyclicity constraint is not violated
I Define a score of a network structure G , score(G ), e.g. as

I Posterior probability P(G |D)
I Cross-validated predictive performance
I . . .

1. Set i = 0 and choose an initial network structure G (i)

2. For each G ′ ∈ nbd(G (i)) compute score(G ′)

3. G (i+1) = arg maxG ′∈nbd(G (i)) score(G ′)

I If score(G (i+1)) > score(G (i)), set i := i + 1 and go back to 2
I Else Gopt = G (i)
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Bootstrapping for network structure learning

I An (ad hoc) method for identifying a set of networks that have a high score (i.e. fit the
data well)

I Given a data set D = (x1, . . . , xn), define a bootstrap sample of D as a set of n data
points chosen from D with replacement, D∗ = (x∗1 , . . . , x

∗
n)

1. Generate b bootstrap samples, D∗1 , . . . ,D
∗
b

2. For each of the bootstrap samples find the optimal network structure G∗opt using e.g. the
hill-climbing algorithm

3. This results in b high scoring network structures G∗opt,1, . . . ,G
∗
opt,b
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Bayesian approach to structural properties

I Motivated by the fact the posterior distribution over all network structures tend to be flat
(at least for small sample sizes), we can focus features that can be inferred reliably

I For example, we can define an indicator function f with value 1 if and only if the structure
of the model contains an edge/path between nodes xi and xj

I The posterior mean (or probability) of function f can be computed as

P(f |D) =
∑
G∈G

f (G )P(G |D)

where G contains all valid Bayes net structures

I This probability can be approximated e.g. by counting the number of times our chosen
feature is present among the b bootstrapped optimal networks G∗opt,i , i = 1, . . . , b

P(f |D) ≈ 1

b

b∑
i=1

f (G∗opt,i )
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Bayesian networks for signaling pathways

Figure: Figure from (Sachs et al., 2005)
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Bayesian networks for signaling pathways (2)

signaling pathway architectures can be mod-
eled and discovered. The Bayesian network
inference algorithm constructs a graph dia-
gram in which nodes represent the measured

molecules, and arcs (drawn as lines between
nodes) represent statistically meaningful rela-
tions and dependencies between these mole-
cules. When inferring a Bayesian network

from experimental data, the network infer-
ence algorithm aims to discern a model that
closely predicts the observations made. The
algorithm approximates the most likely mod-
els by traversing the space of possibilities
via single-arc changes that improve the score.
There is a trade-off between simple models
and those that accurately capture the em-
pirical distribution observed in the data. The
employed Bayesian scoring metric captures
this trade-off; thus, a high-scoring model is a
both simple and accurate representation of
the data (8, 9). Bayesian networks have been
applied to gene expression data for the study
and discovery of genetic regulatory pathways
(4, 6, 10). However, because of the probabilis-
tic nature of the Bayesian modeling approach,
effective inference requires many observations
of the system. Thus, such studies have often
been limited by data sets of insufficient size;
for instance, those made up of measurements
based on averaged samples derived from heter-
ogeneous cell populations (a necessary limita-
tion when using lysates from large numbers
of cells) (5, 11).

In contrast to lysate-based methods, intra-
cellular multicolor flow cytometry (12, 13)
allows more quantitative simultaneous obser-
vations of multiple signaling molecules in
many thousands of individual cells. Hence, it
is an especially appropriate source of data for
Bayesian network modeling of signaling path-
ways; for instance, because it allows for simul-
taneous measurement of biological states in
more native contexts, as well as for large sam-
ple sets. Flow cytometry can be used to quan-
titatively measure a given protein_s expression
level and can also include measures of protein-
modification states such as phosphorylation
(13–15). Because each cell is treated as an
independent observation, flow cytometric data
provide a statistically large sample that could
enable Bayesian network inference to accu-
rately predict pathway structure (Fig. 1A). As
demonstrated in this article, interrogating sig-
naling networks in populations of single cells
provides a robust source of statistically power-
ful dependencies that can be used to automat-
ically infer signaling causality using Bayesian
network computation.

Modeling Bayesian networks with
multivariable individual-cell data. Fig. 1B
(panel a) presents a sample Bayesian network
representing four hypothetical biomolecules.
A directed arc from X to Y is interpreted as a
causal influence from X onto Y; in this case,
we say X is Y’s ‘‘parent’’ in the network. In
the case that X activates Y, where activation
can be read out by phosphorylation status, we
expect and observe correlation in levels of
phosphorylation as measured by flow cytom-
etry (simulated data in Fig. 1C, panel a). Criti-
cal to causal interpretation of Bayesian network
models is the inclusion of interventional cues
(whether activating or inhibiting) that directly

Fig. 1. Bayesian network modeling with single-cell data. (A) Schematic of Bayesian network in-
ference using multidimensional flow cytometry data. Nine different perturbation conditions were
applied to sets of individual cells (Table 1). A multiparameter flow cytometer simultaneously
recorded levels of 11 phosphoproteins and phospholipids in individual cells in each perturbation
data set (Table 2). This data conglomerate was subjected to Bayesian network analysis, which
extracts an influence diagram reflecting dependencies and causal relationships in the underlying
signaling network. (B) Bayesian networks for hypothetical proteins X, Y, Z, and W. (a) In this
model, X influences Y, which, in turn, influences both Z and W. (b) The same network as (a), except
that Y was not measured in the data set. (C) Simulated data that could reconstruct the influence
connections in (B) (this is a simplified demonstration of how Bayesian networks operate). Each dot
in the scatter plots represents the amount of two phosphorylated proteins in an individual cell. (a)
Scatter plot of simulated measurements of phosphorylated X and Y shows correlation. (b) Inter-
ventional data determine directionality of influence. X and Y are correlated under no manipulation
(blue dots). Inhibition of X affects Y (yellow dots) and inhibition of Y does not affect X (red dots).
Together, this indicates that X is consistent with being an upstream parent node. (c) Simulated
measurements of Y and Z. (d) A noisy but distinct correlation is observed between simulated mea-
surements of X and Z.

R E S E A R C H A R T I C L E S

22 APRIL 2005 VOL 308 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org524

Figure: Figure from (Sachs et al., 2005)
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Bayesian networks for signaling pathways (3)

Figure: Figure from (Sachs et al., 2005)
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Markov chain Monte Carlo

I Previously we have discussed about MCMC for parameter learning
I It turns out we can use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm also to sample network

structures
I The idea behind MCMC: generate a Markov chain over G such that its stationary

distribution is the posterior P(G |D)

I Need to define a proposal distribution Q(G |G ′):
I E.g. uniformly sample a network G ′ from the local neighborhood of G

I Accept new structure G ′ with

R = min

{
1,

P(G ′|D)

P(G |D)
× Q(G |G ′)

Q(G ′|G )

}
I Collect a (dependent) sample {GL+1,GL+2, . . . ,GL+S} where the first L samples are

discarded as burn-in samples
I Posterior probability of an edge can then be approximated with

P(f |D) ≈ 1

n

n∑
i=1

f (Gi )
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Markov chain Monte Carlo (2)

I MAP network structure for the signaling pathway example

PKC

PKA

Plcγ

PIP2

PIP3

Jnk P38 Raf

Mek

Erk

Akt

Figure: From (Larjo and Lähdesmäki, 2015)
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Combining data with biological knowledge

I So far our network structure selection has relied on data/marginal likelihood (or other
score) only

I Typically lots of biological knowledge exists that can be incorporated into the analysis via
the (subjective) prior distribution P(G )

I Exact form of prior information depends on a particular applications

I The following general formulation works in many applications assuming prior information
about an edge between nodes i and j , Eij , can be represented (or converted into)
probabilistically as P(Eij |D′) = βij

logP(G ) ∝
∑
Eij∈G

logP(Eij ∈ G |D′) +
∑
Eij /∈G

logP(Eij /∈ G |D′),

where D′ denote prior data/knowledge and

P(Eij /∈ G |D′) = 1− P(Eij ∈ G |D′) = 1− βij
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Combining data with biological knowledge

I Some examples of prior information
I Signaling and protein-protein interaction networks: if interaction between a pair of proteins i

and j has been reported previously, set βij ≈ 1
I Transcriptional networks: if a protein i has been observed to bind promoter of gene j , set
βij ≈ 1

I Transcriptional networks: if promoter of gene j contains a DNA sequence motif that protein
i recognizes and binds, set βij ≈ 1

I . . .

I In the absence of prior knowledge, set βij to a value less than 1/2 to prefer sparse networks
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Causality via perturbations

I So-called perturbations can be used to complement the network structure learning
I For transcriptional networks, knock-out genes related to areas of network which are most

uncertain
I In standard static BNs edge directionality is not definite: knock-out genes to test the causal

direction
I Knocking out TF should have effect on regulated genes
I Knocking out regulated gene should not have effect on TF

I Iterative approach, costly and time-consuming (requires wet-lab work between model
building)

I Sometimes other genes help replace the function of knock-out gene (robustness)
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